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ABSTRACT Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radars and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) techniques

are well researched and have been effectively combined for many imaging applications ranging from remote

sensing to security. Despite numerous studies that apply MIMO concepts to SAR imaging, the design

process of a MIMO-SAR system is non-trivial, especially for millimeter-wave (mmWave) imaging systems.

Many issues have to be carefully addressed. Besides, compared with conventional monostatic sampling

schemes or MIMO-only solutions, efficient image reconstruction methods for MIMO-SAR topologies are

more complicated in short-range applications. To address these issues, we present highly-integrated and

reconfigurable MIMO-SAR testbeds, along with examples of three-dimensional (3-D) image reconstruction

algorithms optimized for MIMO-SAR configurations. The presented testbeds utilize commercially available

wideband mmWave sensors and motorized rail platforms. Several aspects of the MIMO-SAR testbed design

process, includingMIMOarray calibration, electrical/mechanical synchronization, system-level verification,

and performance evaluation, are described. We present three versions of MIMO-SAR testbeds with different

implementation costs and accuracies to provide alternatives for other researchers who want to implement

their testbed framework. Several representative examples in various real-world imaging applications are

presented to demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed testbeds and algorithms.

INDEX TERMS Millimeter-wave (mmWave) radar, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar, synthetic

aperture radar (SAR), frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW), back projection algorithm (BPA),

range migration algorithm (RMA), three-dimensional (3-D) imaging, testbed design, calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic radio waves, which lie within the fre-

quency range of 30 − 300 GHz, are typically known as

millimeter-waves (mmWaves) since they correspond to the

wavelengths from 10 mm to 1 mm. The mmWaves can

penetrate a wide range of optically-opaque and dielectric

materials, such as various composites, ceramics, plastic,

concrete, wood, and clothing. The radars that operate at

mmWave frequencies are very effective in a variety of

applications, including medical diagnostics [1]–[5], security

screening [6]–[13], non-destructive testing (NDT) of the

structures [14]–[16], and aerial imaging [17]–[19]. Besides,

mmWave frequencies are non-ionizing and not considered

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Wei Feng .

to be sources of hazardous radiation similar to the signals

emitted from walk-through metal detectors (WTMD) [20].

MmWaves can be effectively used for radar imaging

systems, which primarily measure the reflectivity of the

person/objects in the scene. Comparing with the optical coun-

terparts, mmWave imaging systems require much larger aper-

tures (20 − 200 cm) [16], [21]. Although recent progress

in complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) tech-

nology integrates cost-effective mmWave wideband radar

sensors [22], the need for a massive number of sensors to

completely build up a high-resolution image of the scene is

still a major challenge for mmWave imaging systems. Awell-

known approach to reduce the hardware complexity while

satisfying the data acquisition time requirements in many

applications is the realization of a hybrid concept based on the

combination ofmultiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) array
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topologies [23]–[25] and synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

techniques [26], [27].

Unfortunately, many of the new techniques in this research

field are verified using seemingly expensive and custom-built

experimental prototypes [7], [28]. Pacific Northwest National

Laboratory (PNNL) is one of the pioneers in this area. They

producedmany interesting results with details on both system

architecture and imaging algorithms. Their efforts include

imaging instruments with various capabilities [6], [13], [29].

Along with the similar systems reported in [16], [30], these

solutions are based on an array of switchable antennas,

where the transmitters and receivers are sequentially operated

in pairs to be approximated as a monostatic array. Other

testbeds such as [31]–[33] utilize a single transmitter and

receiver antenna installed on two independent horizontal

tracks to achieve an equivalent linear MIMO array with

a one-dimensional (1-D) scanning regime. Although these

testbeds have the flexibility to emulate different MIMO-SAR

configurations, they are highly customized and cannot be

easily replicated by others. Besides, they cannot be used to

investigate the channel variations in MIMO arrays for cali-

bration, which is an essential topic in practical MIMO-SAR

systems.

We believe that many researchers can benefit from

low-cost and easy-to-replicate testbeds to validate and

demonstrate their MIMO-SAR imaging algorithms. The

design process of a MIMO-SAR testbed must consider a

wide variety of factors that will determine the quality of

reconstructed images. These include calibration, synchro-

nization between the mechanical scans and radar transmis-

sions, motion stability, lateral/range resolution, and accurate

aperture sampling. The main contribution of this paper is

to provide a complete design guide to build system-level

MIMO-SAR mmWave imaging testbeds for a variety of

applications and to present comprehensive discussions on

important signal processing and hardware/software imple-

mentation aspects of a MIMO-SAR testbed framework,

which, to the best of our knowledge, have not been studied

in the previous literature.

In this paper, we combine commercially available MIMO

mmWave radar sensors and different mechanical scanners to

facilitate various SAR techniques. We present a novel syn-

chronization mechanism between the scanners and MIMO

mmWave sensors to ensure an accurate radar transmission

scheme in SAR motion. Many researchers can utilize the

introduced novel technique to solve this challenging synchro-

nization problem in their MIMO-SAR testbeds, especially at

higher scanning speeds.We propose a practical multi-channel

array calibration method to compensate for the gain and

phase mismatches of the MIMO array elements. To control

the entire signal processing chain of the proposed testbeds,

we introduce a custom-developed open-source software tool-

box [34], which includes all the testbed control, data capture,

calibration, and imaging modules. We present several exper-

imental results from real-world scenarios to demonstrate

the effectiveness of our designs that achieve high-resolution

imaging performance in various applications. In fact, with

the help of these testbeds, we are able not only to verify

imaging algorithms but also to investigate common issues

and limitations concerning practical applications. It is impor-

tant to note that the interested researchers can replace the

MIMO mmWave radar sensors discussed in our paper with

the terahertz-based counterparts [35]. Hence, they can still

benefit from the features of the proposed testbed framework

for MIMO-SAR imaging in the terahertz band.

In the presented MIMO-SAR imaging modality, which

is implemented by scanning a MIMO mmWave sensor

over a planar aperture, both amplitude and phase of the

received signal over a wide bandwidth are recorded (coherent

data) to mathematically reconstruct focused two-dimensional

(2-D) or three-dimensional (3-D) (holographic) images.

Thus, employing computationally efficient image recon-

struction algorithms is another major challenge of building

MIMO-SAR imaging systems, especially in near-field (i.e.,

short-range) applications. In the near-field, the plane-wave

assumption is invalid, and the spherical electromagnetic wave

model has to be used. The standard image reconstruction

techniques using monostatic sampling schemes, where the

measurements are taken by collocated transmit and receive

antennas over regular spatial intervals, cannot be directly

applied to the proposed MIMO-SAR configurations. The

main reason is that one has to take into account the differ-

ent trajectories of the incident and reflected electric fields

for transceiver pairs due to increased separation among

them compared with the typical target ranges. As a result,

the image reconstruction techniques based on multistatic

imaging modalities are necessary for the large MIMO aper-

tures with spatially diverse transmit and receive antennas in

SAR configuration. In response to this major challenging

requirement, we present and experimentally verify a series

of state-of-the-art 3-D image reconstruction algorithms along

with the mathematical derivations and demonstrate how to

apply these algorithms to the testbed data.

Although the back projection algorithm (BPA) [7], [30],

[36], [37] can provide a straightforward solution for arbi-

trary multistatic array configurations, it suffers from the high

computational load in high throughput applications utilizing

large MIMO-SAR apertures and wideband sensors. In this

paper, the proposed approach in [38] is augmented to improve

the performance of the BPA in the SAR axis by solving

the problem in the corresponding Fourier domain. The range

migration algorithm (RMA) using Fourier-based inversion

methods is the most efficient and widely used approach in

conventional monostatic SAR imaging for both planar [6],

[39] and cylindrical/spherical [29], [40] scanning geometries.

In order to extend the RMA to MIMO-SAR configurations,

we adopt a multistatic-to-monostatic conversion approach

proposed in [41], [42] to transform the multistatic array

topology into a monostatic format according to the equivalent

phase center principle based on a reference point on the target.

On the other hand, the multistatic-to-monostatic conversion

technique used in the RMA is precise only for the selected
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reference point. Therefore, the fast implementation of more

precise wavenumber domain algorithms for the multistatic

sampling schemes is necessary for larger target scenes. In this

paper, a novel imaging method for single-input multiple-

output (SIMO) arrays [31], [43] is adapted to the proposed

MIMO-SAR configuration. This method avoids the approxi-

mations used in the RMA to improve the image quality aswell

as reduce the complexity compared with the enhanced BPA.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

reviews the signal model of the backscattered data

and presents the proposed MIMO-SAR configuration.

Section III introduces the imaging testbeds built to mea-

sure real MIMO-SAR data. Section IV presents the novel

radar-scanner synchronization approach implemented to

enable higher accuracy in real-time measurements. Section V

details the comprehensive open-source software package

developed to control the signal processing chain of the

testbeds. Section VI proposes a practical calibration method

to compensate for the mismatches of the MIMO array ele-

ments. Section VII presents different MIMO-SAR image

reconstruction algorithms, which exploit the wideband capa-

bilities of mmWave sensors to facilitate 3-D holographic

imaging. The imaging results of different real-world applica-

tion scenarios are reported in Section VIII, which is followed

by conclusions.

II. MIMO-SAR SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we review the wave propagation model of

the backscattered MIMO-SAR data, which forms the basis

of the image reconstruction problem, present the geometrical

setup for the proposedMIMO-SAR system, and introduce the

mmWave sensor modules utilized in the testbeds.

A. FMCW CHIRP SIGNAL

We develop our system model based on the mmWave

radar sensors that use frequency-modulated continuous-wave

(FMCW) chirp signals. The basic principles of FMCW radars

are well reported in literature. Here, the behavior of the signal

model is reviewed to recall the terminology used throughout

the paper. Consider an FMCW signal, the instantaneous fre-

quency of which is expressed as a linear function of time,

transmitted by a single transmitter located at (xT , yT ,Z0) as

m(t) = cos(2π(f0t + 0.5Kt2)), 0 ≤ t ≤ T , (1)

where f0 is the carrier frequency at time t = 0, K = B/T is

the slope of frequency computed from the sweep bandwidth

of B, and the chirp duration of T .

Assuming a single scatterer at (x, y, z) with a complex

reflectivity of p, the backscattered signal picked up the

receiver element at (xR, yR,Z0) in the delayed and scaled

version of the transmitted signal is given as

m̂(t) = σm(t − τ ) = σ cos(2π (f0(t − τ ) + 0.5K (t − τ )2)),

(2)

where τ is the round-trip delay of the echo and σ is the com-

bination of target reflectivity and the round-trip amplitude

decay off the target [44], [45]. We define the distances from

the transmitter and receiver elements to the point scatterer as

RT =
√

(x − xT )2 + (y− yT )2 + (z− Z0)2,

RR =
√

(x − xR)2 + (y− yR)2 + (z− Z0)2, (3)

respectively, to compute σ = p/(RTRR) and τ = (RT +
RR)/c, where c is the speed of light.

The radar then demodulates the received signal by mixing

it with the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of the

transmitted signal. This is known as dechirping, which results

in a complex beat (or intermediate frequency) signal

s(t) = sI (t) − jsQ(t) = σe−j2π(f0τ+Kτ t−0.5Kτ 2). (4)

Here, the conjugate of the actual FMCWwaveform [46] is

used as the backscattered datamodel for the sake of simplicity

in the image reconstruction algorithms. The last term of (4)

is known as the residual video phase (RVP), which is usually

negligible [47], [48]. Therefore, the received beat signal can

be expressed in the wavenumber domain as

s(xT , xR, yT , yR, k) = p
e−jkRT

RT

e−jkRR

RR
, (5)

where k = 2π f /c is the wavenumber corresponding to the

instantaneous frequency f = f0 + Kt .

B. MIMO-SAR CONFIGURATION

Practical MIMO-SAR systems typically combine an array

of transceivers with mechanical scanning for high-resolution

imaging. In most common MIMO-SAR configurations [32],

[49]–[51], a planar aperture is synthesized by mechani-

cally moving a linear MIMO array continuously along a

horizontal track pattern, as shown in Fig. 1. In the estab-

lished right-handed (x, y, z) Cartesian coordinate system,

the x−axis represents the horizontal scanning dimension. The

y−axis and z−axis denote the vertical and depth directions,

respectively. In this system configuration, both the transmitter

and receiver arrays are assumed to be linear along the y−axis

with a fixed offset of 1T along the x−axis.

In the MIMO-SAR sampling scheme that we consider in

this paper, an antenna in the transmitting array transmits at

wavelength k and every antenna in the receive array simul-

taneously records the backscattered response. This process

is repeated for each transmitting antenna via time-division

multiplexing (TDM). The resulting five-dimensional (5-D)

data is recorded in s(xT , xR, yT , yR, k). It is important to note

that several types of orthogonal waveforms have been pro-

posed in the literature to be utilized for simultaneous trans-

mission via multiple channels in the context of MIMO-SAR

imaging [52].

If each element in the receiver array is assumed to be

placed at xR = x ′ − 1T /2 in the horizontal axis, the hor-

izontal position of each transmitter element is then given

as xT = x ′ + 1T /2. Therefore, the 5-D backscattered

data in (5) becomes a four-dimensional (4-D) function
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FIGURE 1. The geometry of the MIMO-SAR imaging configuration, where
a planar aperture is synthesized by mechanically moving a linear MIMO
array.

such that s(x ′, yT , yR, k). Assuming a 3-D target with a reflec-

tivity function p(x, y, z) is located in the scene, we can express

the 4-D received backscattered data using (5) and the lin-

earized scattering model after ignoring the amplitude decay

with range (i.e., path loss), which is found to be negligible in

the short-range applications [6], [39], as

s(x ′, yT , yR, k) =
∫∫∫

p(x, y, z)e−jkRT e−jkRR dx dy dz, (6)

where the distances from the transmitters and receivers to the

target point in (3) becomes

RT =
√

(x − (x ′ +1T /2))2 + (y− yT )2 + (z− Z0)2,

RR =
√

(x − (x ′ −1T /2))2 + (y− yR)2 + (z− Z0)2, (7)

respectively. The main purpose of the image reconstruction

problem, which will be detailed in Section VII, is to recover

the complex reflectivity function p(x, y, z) of the 3-D target

from the 4-D received data s(x ′, yT , yR, k) captured by each

transceiver pair over the xy domain.

C. MIMO mmWave SENSORS

Due to the proliferation of system-on-chip mmWave sensing

technology, many commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) radar

modules are now available on the market. In this paper,

we choose to utilize the modules developed by Texas Instru-

ments. The mmWave sensors used in our testbeds consist of

two or three transmit and four receive antenna elements with

FMCW transceivers [53]. The transceivers can support up

to 4 GHz bandwidth on the 60 − 64 GHz or 77 − 81 GHz

frequency band.

Fig. 2a illustrates a typical antenna layout of the evaluation

modules based on a single-chip MIMOmmWave sensor with

FIGURE 2. The commercially available single-chip radar sensors typically
consist of several physically separated transmit and receive antennas.
They can be mapped to a virtual array for fast data processing. The virtual
arrays consist of co-located transmit and receive antenna elements. For
example, (a) a single-chip mmWave sensor with two transmit and four
receive antennas can be mapped to a virtual array with eight elements.
(b) It is also possible to cascade multiple chips to increase the aperture
size. A four-chip cascaded mmWave radar module with nine transmit and
16 receive antennas can create a virtual array of 86 non-overlapped
elements.

two transmitters and four receivers. In this layout, the receive

antennas are uniformly spaced along y−axis by λ/2 (tuned to

the center frequency). The transmit antennas are also located

along y−axis with 2λ spacing. The horizontal offset between

the linear transmit and receive arrays is 1T = 0. The evalu-

ation modules that enable three transmitters have a similar

layout with the exception of their third transmit antenna,

which is in the middle of the transmit array in y−axis and

has an offset of λ/2 along x−axis [53]. To create a linear

MIMO array as shown in Fig. 1, the third transmit antenna

in the three-transmitter versions is switched-off, and only

two transmit antennas, which share the same position with

the receive array along the axis of motion (i.e., x−axis), are

used. In other words, a linear virtual array consists of eight

elements, which are uniformly spaced along y−axis by λ/4,

is created as shown in Fig. 2a.

As illustrated in Fig. 2a, a single-chip MIMO mmWave

sensor consists of a handful of transmitter and receivers.

As a result, multiple sensor chips must be cascaded to create

moderately large array apertures [54]. In this paper, an avail-

able MIMO radar module from Texas Instruments, which

is a combination of four single-chip mmWave sensors [55],

is used. Each sensor has four receive and three transmit anten-

nas. As illustrated in the physical antenna layout in Fig. 2b,

the receive antennas from each chip are grouped and uni-

formly spaced in y−axis by λ/2. The transmit antennas from

three chips are uniformly spaced along y−axis by 2λ. The

remaining three transmit antennas from one of the chips,

which are not shown in Fig. 2b, have offsets along x−axis.

Therefore, these transmit antennas are switched-off to create

a linear MIMO array and only the nine uniformly distributed

transmit antennas are used along with all 16 receive antenna

elements. The horizontal offset between the linear transmit

and receive arrays is 1T = 17λ. With this configuration,

a virtual array of 86 non-overlapped channels along y−axis
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is achieved, where the virtual elements are uniformly dis-

tributed with an inter-element spacing of λ/4, as shown

in Fig. 2b.

D. REALIZATION OF THE MIMO-SAR CONFIGURATION

The MIMO-SAR configuration presented in Section II-B

utilizes an NT × NR element linear MIMO array, where

NT and NR are the numbers of transmit and receive

antennas, respectively, in SAR configuration to discretely

sample the continuous MIMO-SAR aperture plane. In this

configuration, the total number of transmitting and receiving

elements arranged over the vertical axis is assumed to be

sufficient to create a large MIMO aperture (DSy ) required

for high-resolution while satisfying the Nyquist criterion to

avoid aliasing. However, as summarized in Section II-C, most

commercially available MIMO mmWave sensors typically

have few transmit and receive antennas. Hence, the effective

aperture sizes of both single-chip and four-chip cascaded

sensors are not enough to achieve high cross-range resolution

along the y−axis [44], [56].

In this paper, we propose to synthesize a 2-D aperture by

mechanically moving the MIMO mmWave sensors contin-

uously across the xy plane, along a parallel track pattern,

as depicted in Fig. 3. The MIMO-SAR aperture is uniformly

sampled in x spatial domain with a sampling distance of

1x . Using the virtual channel concept [24], [57], [58] and

selecting the sampling distance in y−axis as 1y = Mλ/4,

where M = 8 and M = 86 for the single-chip and four-chip

cascaded sensors, respectively, the MIMO-SAR aperture is

assumed to be uniformly sampled in y spatial domain also.

The total effective aperture sizes in both axes are then approx-

imated by Dx ≈ (Nx −1)1x and Dy ≈ Ny(M −1)λ/4, where

FIGURE 3. A 3-D target is scanned by a single-chip or a four-chip
cascaded MIMO mmWave sensor following a rectangular pattern. The
spacing between horizontal scans (1y ) depends on the size of
the MIMO array.

Nx is the total number of measurement points along x−axis,

and Ny is the total number of horizontal scans along y−axis.

In this paper, we develop a highly reconfigurable testbed

framework to combine commercially available MIMO

mmWave sensors with motorized xy scanners by utilizing

the industry standard communication interfaces in embed-

ded systems. The researchers can benefit from the proposed

testbeds to demonstrate various MIMO-SAR configurations

by integrating their own front-end boards with different

MIMO antenna layouts or performing a particular scanning

trajectory.

III. IMAGING TESTBEDS

In this section, we present different types of MIMO-SAR

imaging testbeds that we built throughout this research. Our

prototypes uniquely combine system-on-chip MIMO

mmWave sensors and SAR signal processing techniques.

To synthesize a large aperture over the target scene, different

versions of mechanical scanners with two-axis motorized

rail systems are designed and implemented. Both single-chip

and multi-chip cascaded wideband mmWave sensors are

integrated with the scanners to generate high-resolution 3-D

holographic images of the target scene. Based on the COTS

mmWave evaluation modules and stepper motors based rail

systems, the presented testbeds are low-cost and highly

reconfigurable.

In our previous studies, two differentMIMO-SAR imaging

testbeds are presented briefly using both single-chip [11],

[56], [59] and multi-chip cascaded [60] mmWave sensors to

validate the proposed image reconstruction algorithms and

to investigate different performance metrics. In this paper,

our goal is to focus on the system-level design perspective

in more detail. Besides, we present an enhanced ver-

sion of the testbed and mention the improvements imple-

mented in the previous versions. The system architectures

and the basic features of each prototype are described in

detail, and their suitability for future research purposes are

illustrated.

A. VERSION I

In this section, the first version of the MIMO-SAR mmWave

imaging testbeds prototyped in [11], [56], [59] is sum-

marized to provide a complete study and to demonstrate

the improvements presented in this paper. The testbed

shown in Fig. 4a consists of four major components:

(1) a single-chip mmWave sensor, (2) a low-cost two-axis

mechanical scanner, (3) a motion controller, and (4) a host

personal computer (PC).

The mmWave sensor is a combination of three hard-

ware modules from Texas Instruments: (1) IWR1443-Boost,

(2) mmWave-Devpack, and (3) TSW1400 boards [53].

The IWR1443-Boost is an evaluation module based on

the single-chip IWR1443 mmWave sensor, which inte-

grates four receive and three transmit antennas, as discussed

in Section II-C. The TSW1400 and mmWave-Devpack

are add-on boards used with Texas Instrument’s mmWave
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FIGURE 4. Imaging testbeds: (a) Version I: single-chip mmWave sensor based imaging testbed with limited speed and aperture size.
(b) Version II: single-chip mmWave sensor based imaging testbed utilizing a faster scanner with larger aperture size. (c) Version III:
four-chip cascaded mmWave sensor based imaging testbed.

sensors to enable high-speed raw analog-to-digital con-

verter (ADC) data capture. The TSW1400 module cap-

tures the data from the IWR1443-Boost module through

the mmWave-Devpack and stores the formatted data into its

onboard memory. Captured raw data are then imported to the

host PC with a serial port for post-processing.

The other component of the imaging testbed is the two-axis

mechanical scanner built using two ball screw linear rails

and stepper motors. The scanner provides movements in

horizontal and vertical directions. The radar hardware stack

is installed on the horizontal track by which an equivalent

2-D scanning is achieved. The maximum scanning ranges

in both horizontal and vertical directions are 400 mm. The

motor controller, which is configured to operate linear rails

at a maximum speed of 20 mm/s, is connected to the host PC

with a serial port. Compared with the testbed presented in our

previous study, AMC4030 motion controller [61], which is a

low-cost general-purpose COTS product, is used to establish

a common framework for all the testbed versions.

While the first prototype has limited dimensions and scan-

ning speed, our goal was to demonstrate the proof-of-concept.

The details of the enhanced imaging systems with bigger

dimensions and much faster scanning speeds are introduced

in the following sections.

B. VERSION II

In this section, an enhanced version of the single-chip

mmWave sensor based imaging testbed utilizing a bigger and

faster custom-built two-axis mechanical scanner is presented.

This testbed is designed for high-speed scanning of a larger

SAR aperture to enable more flexibility in solving different

signal processing problems and investigating various perfor-

mance metrics. In the following, the system architecture and

the proposed enhancements are described in detail.

The testbed shown in Fig. 4b consists of four major com-

ponents: (1) a single-chip mmWave sensor, (2) an improved

two-axis mechanical scanner, (3) a motion controller, and

(4) a host PC, similar to the version I. In addition, a novel

radar-scanner synchronizationmodule, whichwill be detailed

in Section IV, is implemented to enable higher accuracy in

the data capture process. The diagram shown in Fig. 5 is

a simplified view of the main elements and the high-level

system architecture of the imaging testbed.

FIGURE 5. The high-level system architecture of the version II testbed
consists of a single-chip mmWave sensor and a bigger and faster
mechanical scanner.

The new testbed utilizes the mmWave sensor consisting

of IWR1443-Boost, mmWave-Devpack, and TSW1400mod-

ules, similar to the version I. Besides, it is also configured to

be interfaced with the DCA1000 evaluation module, which

is a real-time data capture board for interfacing with Texas

Instrument’s mmWave sensors [53]. The DCA1000 module

captures the raw ADC data from the IWR1443-Boost module

and streams the packetized data to the host PC over Ethernet.

Compared with the version I, an enhanced solution suit-

able for faster scanning operations at a maximum speed

of 500 mm/s is developed using a 1 meter by 1.2 meters
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automatic rail system. An effective way to increase the speed

is to change from a ball screw to a belt mechanism. Therefore,

in the new version, belt-driven linear rails [62] are used.

To improve the stability, two coupled rails are used along the

vertical direction, as depicted in Fig. 4b and Fig. 5.

The enhanced version of testbed presented in this section is

capable of supporting our future research, such as investigat-

ing the Doppler effect in faster speeds, integration of multiple

mmWave sensors for distributed MIMO analysis, etc.

C. VERSION III

As discussed in Section II-D, compared with the single-chip

based solutions, utilizing the multi-chip cascaded sensors

in MIMO-SAR testbeds reduces the total data acquisition

time to fulfill the demand of various real-world applica-

tions. In this section, we detail our novel combination of

the multi-chip cascaded MIMO mmWave sensors and SAR,

whose initial version is briefly summarized in [60].

The testbed shown in Fig. 4c consists of five major

components: (1) a four-chip cascaded mmWave sensor,

(2) a two-axis mechanical scanner, (3) a motion controller,

(4) a synchronization module, and (5) a host PC. The diagram

shown in Fig. 6 is a simplified view of the main elements and

the high-level system architecture of the imaging testbed.

FIGURE 6. The high-level system architecture of the version III testbed
consists of a four-chip cascaded mmWave sensor.

The mmWave sensor is a combination of the four-chip cas-

caded front-end board, which is introduced in Section II-C,

and TSW14J56 based add-on interface modules from Texas

Instruments [55] to enable high-speed raw ADC data capture.

The interface boards provide the connectivity between the

four-chip cascaded mmWave front-end module and the host

PC to acquire the raw ADC data. The data captured from

the mmWave sensor are stored into the onboard memory

of the TSW14J56 module. Stored data are then imported to

the host PC with a serial port for post-processing. Alterna-

tively, the new generation TDA2 processor based evaluation

boards [55] can also be used to provide a real-time processing

foundation for the four-chip cascaded mmWave front-end

modules over Ethernet in MIMO-SAR imaging.

In the version III testbed, a 1 meter by 1 meter two-axis

mechanical scanner is built using three identical linear rails.

Compared with the previous testbeds, the faster versions of

the ball screw linear rails [61] are used along with more

powerful stepper motors to improve the payload capacity

while maintaining the high operation speed. With this con-

figuration, a maximum speed of 400 mm/s in both axes is

achieved. As illustrated in Fig. 4c and Fig. 6, the horizontal

rail is mounted on two vertical rails, which are operated

by separate stepper motors and drivers. The stepper drivers

dedicated to the vertical rails are connected to the same port

of the motion controller to ensure a coupled scanning along

the vertical direction.

IV. SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN THE SCANNER

AND RADAR

The standard way of synchronizing the scanner and mmWave

radar sensor assumes constant speed at the scanner during the

entire horizontal motion and uniform radar transmissions in

the time domain. By considering an initial synchronization

between the scanner and mmWave sensor, a uniform radar

sampling in the spatial domain is assumed to be achieved.

In the testbed version I, which is presented in Section III-A,

this approach is adopted. The motion start and the radar

trigger commands (i.e., the software trigger feature of the

sensors) are sent separately via the MATLAB-based toolbox

(will be detailed in Section V) for each horizontal scan. The

inter-chirp sampling time of the mmWave sensor is then

configured based on the speed of the platform to achieve the

desired sampling distance in the spatial domain.

At higher speeds, to start and stop the stepper motors in a

smooth way without stalling, control of the acceleration and

deceleration is needed. Hence, the constant speed assumption

is invalid, and an alternative technique must be developed.

In this paper, a novel solution for the scanner-radar syn-

chronization is designed and implemented in the testbeds

version II and III, which are presented in Section III-B and

Section III-C, respectively. The proposed solution accurately

synchronizes the scanner with radar independent of the speed

and acceleration profiles.

In all the testbeds developed in this paper, the motion con-

trollers generate pulse signals at variable rates to move both

stepper motor based ball screw and belt-driven linear rails at

desired speeds. This control scheme requires no other sensors

for positioning and makes the overall design an open-loop

system. The position and speed of the rails are controlled

precisely just by sending pulses from the motion controller

to the stepper drivers, as illustrated in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

In the proposed synchronization solution, a pulse

counter module is implemented on an ESP32-based micro-

controller [63] running freeRTOS [64]. This module counts

the number of pulses generated by the motion controller for

the horizontal scan. The radar signal transmission is then

triggered (using the hardware trigger feature of the sensors)

after a threshold event, which is configured by the desired

sampling distance 1x , occurs in the pulse counter module.

The diagram in Fig. 7 illustrates the control sequence of the

improved synchronization approach.

Fig. 8a shows the pulse diagrams recorded using the

version II testbed detailed in Section III-B. The scanner is
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FIGURE 7. The proposed synchronization approach between the scanner
and mmWave radar, which accurately synchronizes the testbed
independent of the speed and acceleration profile.

FIGURE 8. (a) The pulse diagram of the enhanced synchronization
approach for an example scenario: Ds

x ≈ 400 mm, 1x ≈ 1 mm, and the
maximum speed is 500 mm/s. (b) Close-up of the pulse diagram to show
four consecutive radar triggers in detail. The inter-sampling time is
non-uniform because of the acceleration profile.

configured to move Dsx ≈ 400 mm along each horizontal

scan at a maximum speed of 500 mm/s. The synchroniza-

tion module is configured such that a sampling distance of

1x ≈ 1 mm is realized. The belt-driven linear rail utilized

in the version II testbed moves 110 mm per 20000 pulses

according to its design specifications. Therefore, the synchro-

nization module triggers the radar when a pulse threshold

event (i.e., 182 pulses) occurs in the pulse counter module to

ensure a uniform sampling in the spatial domain. The detailed

pulse diagram in Fig. 8b, which includes four consecutive

radar triggers, illustrates the accuracy in the proposed syn-

chronization mechanism and the non-uniform inter-sampling

time caused by the acceleration profile. It is shown that the

radar trigger instants based on the accurate pulse threshold

events (i.e., 182 pulses) ensure a uniform sampling in the

spatial domain.

V. IMAGING TOOLBOX

In this section, we develop a comprehensive open-source

MIMO-SAR imaging toolbox [34], which is a

MATLAB [65] based software package including the com-

plete signal processing chain of the prototyped solutions.

The toolbox allows the user to control the testbeds and to

reconstruct high-resolution 3-D holographic images using

the captured experimental data. We develop the toolbox in

MATLAB platform since it is widely used in the scientific

and technical world.

The developed toolbox consists of three main modules:

(1) data capture, (2) MIMO array calibration, and (3) image

reconstruction, as illustrated in the flow diagram in Fig. 9.

The mathematical framework of the MIMO array calibration

and image reconstruction modules are detailed in Section VI

and Section VII, respectively. This section summarizes the

data capture module, which is implemented in a graphical

user interface (GUI) based application.

FIGURE 9. The high-level data flow diagram of the imaging toolbox.

In the data capture mode, each hardware module of the

testbed (introduced in Section III) is controlled through ded-

icated application programming interfaces (APIs). While the

toolbox communicates directly with the motion controller

and synchronization modules, it needs to be integrated with

two additional software applications to communicate with the

mmWave sensor and data capture modules. The mmWave

Studio application [53] provides a set of API commands to

communicate with the Texas Instruments’ mmWave sensors

over the serial interfaces of the host PC. The DCA and

TDA2 modules are also controlled through the mmWave

Studio for raw ADC data capture over Ethernet. Similarly,

the APIs provided by the High SpeedData Converter (HSDC)

Pro application [53] are used to configure the TSW data

capture modules and to import the raw ADC data to the host

PC for post processing.

The user configures the mmWave sensor parameters and

generates the desired SAR scenario via three different menu

tabs of the GUI as shown in Fig. 10. The menu tab shown

in Fig. 10a is used to initialize the communication interfaces

of the testbed modules and to configure the scanner and

mmWave sensor parameters. The desired SAR parameters

are configured via the scenario generation menu tabs shown

in Fig. 10b and Fig. 10c, which are developed based on

the basic and enhanced synchronization approaches (detailed

in Section IV), respectively. The toolbox then handles the

fully-automated data capture process according to the real-

ized MIMO-SAR configuration (discussed in Section II-D),

as demonstrated in Fig. 9.
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FIGURE 10. MATLAB GUI for MIMO-SAR imaging. (a) Platform and radar
configuration menu tab. SAR scenario generation menu tabs based on
(b) basic and (c) enhanced synchronization approaches.

VI. MIMO ARRAY CALIBRATION

In a practical system, measurement errors in the MIMO array

may arise due to sensor gain and phase mismatches [66], [67].

These mismatches can be caused by various reasons, such as

path length imperfections, chip-to-chip or antenna-to-antenna

variations, etc. Especially, phase mismatches can affect the

image reconstruction adversely, and lead to unacceptable

defocused blur and range shift in the images. Therefore,

calibration is an essential step in MIMO-SAR imaging to

reduce the effects of channel variations and to improve the

reconstructed image quality.

Different calibration procedures have been studied in the

previous literature [68]–[72]. In this paper, we utilize the

testbeds we developed to propose a practical calibration

method based on the ideal backscattered signal model from a

reference point target (i.e., a corner reflector) at an unknown

position. The accuracy of the proposed approach depends on

the reference beat signal, which needs a precisely positioned

point target. Therefore, the first step in the calibrating process

is to estimate the unknown (x, y, z) position of the reference

target accurately. To achieve that, as depicted in Fig. 11a,

we first propose to capture data along both horizontal and

vertical axes using a single transceiver antenna pair of the

MIMO array, which is assumed to be a single monostatic

virtual element, as a reference channel.

As detailed in Section II-A, the total round-trip delay of

the backscattered data is directly related to the frequency

FIGURE 11. (a) The data capture configuration using a single channel to
estimate the position of the reference target. (b) The range FFT output of
the single channel data along the x−axis. The unwrapped phase of the
range FFT complex peak gains measured along the (c) x−axis and
(d) y−axis.

and phase of the measured beat signal in (4). Defining the

captured wideband beat signal s(x ′, y′, t) as a 3-D function of

time t and measurement points over the xy domain, the goal

is to estimate an accurate range profile of the target using the

beat frequency and phase at each measurement point.

Let us define the backscattered 3-D beat signal from an

ideal point target using the signal model in (4) after ignoring

the amplitude and RVP terms as

s(x ′, y′, t) ≈ ej(2π fb(x
′,y′)t+φ(x ′,y′)), (8)

where fb(x
′, y′) = Kτ (x ′, y′) and φ(x ′, y′) = 2π f0τ (x

′, y′)
are the frequency and phase of the beat signal, respectively,

which are both functions of the round-trip delay

τ (x ′, y′) = 2

√

(x − x ′)2 + (y− y′)2 + z2/c, (9)

at each measurement point. We assume that we have uni-

formly sampled version of the beat signal over the time

domain as s[x ′, y′, n] = s(x ′, y′, nTs), where Ts is the sam-

pling period and n = [0, . . . ,N − 1]. Then, we can esti-

mate the frequency and phase in (8) by taking an N -point

discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) on the sampled beat

signal as

S(x ′, y′, ejω) =
N−1
∑

n=0

ej(ωb(x
′,y′)nTs+φ(x ′,y′))e−jωn

= ejφ(x
′,y′)e−j[(ω−ωb(x ′,y′)Ts)(N−1)/2]

× sin[(ω − ωb(x
′, y′)Ts)N/2]

sin[(ω − ωb(x ′, y′)Ts)/2]
, (10)

where ωb(x
′, y′) = 2π fb(x

′, y′) is the angular beat frequency.
Because the beat signal is assumed to be uniformly sampled

over time, the sampled version of (10) can be obtained by
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performing a fast Fourier transform (FFT) operation, which

is usually referred to as the range FFT [48].

In Fig. 11b, the range FFT output of an example scenario at

a fixed y location is shown. In this scenario, a corner reflector

is located at a distance of 800 mm in front of the scanner. The

scanning aperture length along the x−axis is DSx = 400 mm.

As depicted in the range FFT result, the variation of the target

range is very small within a single beat signal. Therefore,

to obtain a more accurate range profile, which is a function

of the round-trip delay in (9), we need to utilize the phase of

the beat signal φ(x ′, y′) in (8).
If we select ω̂ = ωb(x

′, y′)Ts in (10) for all measure-

ment points, i.e., the beat frequency corresponding the peak

index of the FFT output, the complex values at that index

will only have the phase terms ejφ(x
′,y′). The residual phase

error caused by the limited FFT resolution is assumed to

be negligible [48]. Using the range FFT output in Fig. 11b,

the unwrapped phase of the range FFT peaks measured over

the x−axis is depicted in Fig. 11c along with the simulated

version. Similarly, the unwrapped phase of the range FFT

peaks measured and simulated along the y−axis is shown

in Fig. 11d. This approach can also be used to diagnose

problems with the testbed. For example, Fig. 12 shows a

similar phase track along the y−axis, which ismeasured using

a mechanically unstable scanner. Hence, such an analysis can

help the researchers to diagnose the possible vibration and

instability problems of the mechanical parts of their testbeds.

The position (x, y, z) of the point target referenced to the

scanning geometry can be estimated by applying the least

squares curve fitting approaches [73] to the measured beat

signal phase. These approaches directly result in an estimate

of the target position by finding the set of parameters, which

minimizes the squared error between the modeled and mea-

sured phase as

{x̂, ŷ, ẑ} = argmax
x,y,z

∑

<x ′,y′>

∣
∣
∣φ̂(x

′, y′)−2π f0τ (x
′, y′)

∣
∣
∣

2
, (11)

where τ (x ′, y′) is a function of the target location (x, y, z) as

given in (9). Here, we assume that the actual distance between

the radar aperture and the point target shown in Fig. 11a

is available in the measured beat signal phase. However,

in a practical setting with FMCW signaling scheme, a range

FFT operation can be used to provide the estimate of the

target range as R̂(x ′, y′) = R(x ′, y′) + Rb, where R(x
′, y′) =

cτ (x ′, y′)/2 is the actual target distance from the known mea-

surement point (x ′, y′) and Rb is the range bias imposed by the

hardware imperfections. Hence, the last step in the position

estimation problem is to compensate for the range bias Rb
of the reference channel. In this paper, we propose to exploit

the coupling between the transmitting and receiving antenna

elements [68], [74] to estimate the range bias.

The target-independent range bias resulting from the

mutual coupling can be obtained by observing the range

profile of the beat signal as shown in Fig. 13a. Let us assume

that the reference channel consists of the uth transmitter and

FIGURE 12. The unwrapped phase of the range FFT complex peak gains
measured along the y−axis when the scanner is mechanically unstable.

FIGURE 13. The range FFT of the measured beat signal: (a) including the
measured mutual coupling and the corner reflector data, (b) including
the measured and simulated mutual coupling data.

vth receiver elements located at ru ∈ R
3 and rv ∈ R

3,

respectively. Then the range bias can be estimated from the

reference beat signal modeled using the Euclidean distance

between the corresponding transceiver antenna pair |ru− rv|,
as illustrated in Fig. 13b.

Now, we are ready to create the reference backscattered

signal model for each channel of the MIMO array based

on the estimated target location (x, y, z) to be used in the

calibration process. Let us define the total round-trip delay τ̃ℓ
of the FMCW signal reflected off the point target between the

uth transmit and vth receive antennas, and the corresponding

transceiver gain aℓ. We model the delays between antenna

pairs as the superposition of a common instrument delay and

residual delays between antenna elements: τ̃ℓ = τi + τℓ.

Ignoring the additive noise and RVP term, the uncalibrated

measured beat signal can be defined as

s̃ℓ(t) = aℓe
j2π (f0+Kt)(τi+τℓ) = aℓe

jψi
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ηℓ

ej2π fit

︸ ︷︷ ︸

wℓ(t)

sℓ(t), (12)

where sℓ(t) is the reference beat signal model, fi = Kτi is

the beat frequency that cause a range bias in the system as
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mentioned before, and ηℓ is the residual complex gain factor.

Given the measurements s̃ℓ(t), the calibration error signal can

be computed by a simple demodulation process

wℓ(t) = s̃ℓ(t)s
∗
ℓ(t) ≈ ηℓe

j2π fit , (13)

where (.)∗ denotes the complex-conjugate operation. Esti-

mating fi and ηℓ from (13) reduces to the parameter estima-

tion problem of a single-frequency complex tone from noisy

observations [75], [76]

f̂i = argmax
f

∑

<ℓ>

|Wℓ(f )|2 , (14)

whereWℓ(f ) is defined as

Wℓ(f ) =
∫ T

0

wℓ(t)e
−j2π ft dt. (15)

If the data wℓ(t) is uniformly sampled in t , the FFT can

be used to obtain the discrete version of Wℓ(f ). Fig. 14a and

Fig. 14b show the FFT outputWℓ(f ) of the calibration signals

wℓ(t) for each channel of the single-chip and multi-chip

cascaded mmWave sensors, respectively.

FIGURE 14. The FFT output of the calibration signals for each channel of
the: (a) single-chip and (b) multi-chip cascaded mmWave sensors.

Finally, the complex gain factors ηℓ for each transceiver

pair can be computed by plugging the estimate f̂i in (12).

Fig. 15a and Fig. 15b show the estimated phase of the

complex gain factor and the range bias for each channel

of the single-chip mmWave module, respectively. Similarly,

the estimated phase of the complex gain factor and the range

bias for each channel of the four-chip cascaded mmWave

module (only for the 144 channels created by the uniformly

located transmitter antennas, as detailed in Section II-D) are

illustrated in Fig. 15c, and Fig. 15d, respectively.

VII. EXAMPLES OF 3-D IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

ALGORITHMS WITH MIMO-SAR

In this section, we present examples of efficient 3-D

image reconstruction algorithms suitable for the proposed

MIMO-SAR configuration. The presented algorithms are

compared in both precision and computational complexity.

It is important to emphasize that having access to the testbed

framework proposed in this paper allows researchers not only

to verify but also to develop new algorithms [77] as well as

refine the techniques presented in the following sections.

FIGURE 15. The calibration parameters of the single-chip and multi-chip
cascaded mmWave sensors: (a) the phase of the complex gain factor, and
(b) the range bias of the 12 channels of the single-chip sensor. (c) the
phase of the complex gain factor, and (c) the range bias of the
144 channels of the multi-chip cascaded sensor.

A. ENHANCED BACK PROJECTION ALGORITHM

In this section, we augment the proposed method in [38]

according to the terminology and system configuration used

throughout this paper. In this study, the complete wide-

band MIMO array is modeled as a combination of multi-

ple single-tone single-input single-output (SISO) multistatic

structures.

Using the well-known BPA [7], [36], [38], (6) can be refor-

mulated to recover the reflectivity function p(x, y, z) from the

received backscattered data s(x ′, yT , yR, k) as

p(x, y, z)

=
∫∫∫∫

s(x ′, yT , yR, k)e
jkRT ejkRR dx ′ dyT dyR dk. (16)

Taking (7) into (16) and defining

h(x, y, z, yT , yR, k) = ejk
√

(x−(1T /2))2+(y−yT )2+(z−Z0)2

×ejk
√

(x+(1T /2))2+(y−yR)2+(z−Z0)2 ,

(17)

which is the matched filter computed for all transceiver pairs,

wavelengths, and target points, the reconstruction problem

can be represented as

p(x, y, z)=
∫∫∫∫

s(x ′, yT , yR, k)

×h(x−x ′, y, z, yT , yR, k) dx
′ dyT dyR dk. (18)

In (18), the first integral is a convolution relation in the

x−domain. Therefore, taking the Fourier transform with

respect to x on both sides of (18) yields

P(kx , y, z) =
∫∫∫

S(kx , yT , yR, k)

×H (kx , y, z, yT , yR, k) dyT dyR dk, (19)
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where kx is the corresponding wavenumber coordinate. Since

the backscattered data is assumed to be discretely sampled at

each wavelength k and each (yT , yR) locations, the remaining

integrals in (19) are turned into summations on discrete values

to calculate P(kx , y, z), which yield the final 3-D image as

p(x, y, z) = IFT
(kx )
1D

[

P(kx , y, z)], (20)

where IFT
(kx )
1D is the 1-D inverse Fourier transform operation

over the kx−domain.

The presented method here is similar to the golden-

standard BPA. It only improves the performance in the

x−axis (i.e., the SAR domain) by solving the image recon-

struction problem in the corresponding wavenumber-domain

(i.e., kx−domain). This method provides high imaging pre-

cision by coherently accumulating the received signal from

each transceiver pair at each wavelength, and can be used

for arbitrary array configurations. However, its computational

complexity, which can be approximated asO(N 5 logN ) [38],

is still too high for 3-D MIMO-SAR imaging.

B. RANGE MIGRATION ALGORITHM FOR MIMO-SAR

The RMA is the most efficient and widely used method in

conventional monostatic sampling schemes [6], [39]. How-

ever, due to multistatic configuration, it cannot be directly

applied to MIMO-SAR imaging in short-range operations.

To adopt the existing Fourier-based image reconstruction

techniques based on monostatic sampling schemes for multi-

static imaging systems with large MIMO apertures, a phase

compensation approach is needed. Here, in order to extend

the RMA for MIMO-SAR, a multistatic-to-monostatic con-

version operation according to a reference point in the target

space is used.

Let us denote the location of the phase center associated

with the transmitter element at (x ′ + 1T /2, yT ,Z0) and

the receiver element at (x ′ − 1T /2, yR,Z0) as (x ′, y′,Z0).
Defining a reference point (x0, y0, z0) in the target domain,

the received multistatic data set s(x ′, yT , yR, k) can be con-

verted to the effective monostatic version as [41], [42]

s̃(x ′, y′, k) = s(x ′, yT , yR, k)
ŝ0(x

′, y′, k)

ŝ0(x ′, yT , yR, k)
, (21)

where

ŝ0(x
′, yT , yR, k) = e−jk(R̂T+R̂R),

ŝ0(x
′, y′, k) = e−j2kR̂, (22)

are the backscattered data model for the multistatic and

the corresponding monostatic array, respectively, assuming

a target domain that contains a single ideal point scatterer

at the reference point (x0, y0, z0). In (22), R̂T and R̂R are

the distances from the transmit and receive antennas to the

reference point, respectively, and R̂ is the distance between

the corresponding phase center and the reference point. Using

the approximation developed in [56], (21) can be further

simplified as

s̃(x ′, y′, k) = s(x ′, yT , yR, k)e
−jk

(
12
T

+d2y
4(z0−Z0)

)

, (23)

where 1T and dy are the distances between the transmitter

and receiver elements along the x and y axes, respectively.

Now we are ready to introduce the RMA to reconstruct

the 3-D target image using the multistatic-to-monostatic con-

verted backscattered signal in (21) and (23). Assuming the

linearized scattering model with the target reflectivity of

p(x, y, z) similar to (6), we can express the effective mono-

static version of the backscattered data from a 3-D target as

s̃(x ′, y′, k) =
∫∫∫

p(x, y, z)e−j2kR dx dy dz, (24)

where R is the distance between the phase center of the

transceiver elements and the target points in the 3-D space.

Substituting the Weyl’s idea of the representation of a spher-

ical wave as a superposition of plane waves [78], [79]

e−j2kR ≈
∫∫

e−j(kx (x−x
′)+ky(y−y′)+kz(z−Z0)) dkx dky, (25)

into (24) and using the Fourier transform definitions,

the backscattered data spectrum becomes

S̃(kx , ky, k) = P(kx , ky, kz)e
jkzZ0 , (26)

where thewavenumber components kx , ky, and kz correspond-

ing to x, y, and z, respectively, must satisfy

kz =
√

4k2 − k2x − k2y , k2x + k2y ≤ 4k2. (27)

In (26), the backscattered data spectrum S̃(kx , ky, k) is

assumed to be uniformly sampled in k−domain. Hence,

resampling the data to uniformly spaced positions in

kz−domain [39], [80] using the dispersion relation in (27),

the ultimate 3-D image reconstruction can be carried out as

p(x, y, z) = IFT
(kx ,ky,kz)

3D

[

e−jkzZ0 S̃(kx , ky, kz)
]

, (28)

where S̃(kx , ky, kz) is the resampled backscattered data spec-

trum into the uniform kz grid and IFT
(kx ,ky,kz)

3D denotes 3-D

inverse Fourier transform operation over the kxkykz domain.

The presented technique first converts the measurement

data from multistatic-to-monostatic, and then performs a

holographic image reconstruction by utilizing the existing

Fourier-basedmethods with reduced computational complex-

ity (compared with the enhanced BPA), which can be approx-

imated as O(N 3 logN ) [6], [39].

C. SIMO-SAR BASED IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION

In this section, to solve the entire MIMO-SAR imaging

problem, we first decompose the MIMO array into several

single-tone SIMOmultistatic structures, which are composed

of different single transmitting elements and a common

receiving array. We then coherently sum all the SIMO-SAR

subimage results to form the ultimate reconstruction.

Using the signal model in (6), we can express the received

backscattered data of the nth SIMO-SAR configuration as

sn(x
′, yR, k) =

∫∫∫

p(x, y, z)e−jkRne−jkRR dx dy dz, (29)
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where

sn(x
′, yR, k) = s(x ′, yT , yR, k)|yT=yn , (30)

is the backscattered data from the nth transmitting antenna

located at (x ′, yn,Z0). In (29), Rn and RR are the distances

from the transmitter and receiver elements of the correspond-

ing SIMO array to the target point, respectively. In this

section, the image reconstruction algorithm is derived assum-

ing a 1-D MIMO array, where the horizontal offset between

the transmitter and receiver arrays in (7) is 1T = 0. Hence,

the spherical wave propagation terms both for transmit and

receive paths in (29) can be decomposed into the superposi-

tion of plane waves as [78], [79]

e−jkRn ≈
∫

e−j(kx (x−x
′)+kTz

√
(y−yn)2+(z−Z0)2) dkx , (31)

e−jkRR ≈
∫∫

e−j(kx (x−x
′)+kRy (y−yR)+kRz (z−Z0)) dkx dk

R
y , (32)

where kx and kRy , which represent the Fourier transform

variables corresponding to x and yR axes, respectively, must

satisfy the following condition

−k ≤ kx ≤ k, −k ≤ kRy ≤ k, (33)

and kTz and kRz are defined as

kTz =
√

k2 − k2x , kRz =
√

k2 − k2x − (kRy )
2. (34)

Taking (31) and (32) into (29), and taking the Fourier

transform on both sides with respect to x (the distinction

between the primed and unprimed coordinate systems are

dropped) and yR yield [31]

Sn(2kx , k
R
y , k) =

∫∫

P(2kx , y, z)e
−jkTz

√
(y−yn)2+(z−Z0)2

× e−jk
R
y ye−jk

R
z (z−Z0) dy dz, (35)

where Sn(2kx , k
R
y , k) is the 2-D Fourier transform of

sn(x, yR, k) with respect to x (in 2kx spectral domain) and yR,

and P(2kx , y, z) is the 1-D Fourier transform of p(x, y, z) with

respect to x (in 2kx spectral domain). In (35), because kTz is

a function of kx as given in (34), the right hand side of the

equation can not be expressed directly into a Fourier trans-

formation. Here, we augment the proposed method in [31] to

solve the SIMO-SAR problem by clarifying the reconstruc-

tion steps in more detail using the approach in [43] given for

SIMO-only configurations.

First, let us rewrite the relation between the received signal

and the target reflectivity in (35) as

S̃n(2kx , k
R
y , k) =

∫∫

P̃k (2kx , y, z)e
−jkRy ye−jk

R
z z dy dz, (36)

where

S̃n(2kx , k
R
y , k) = Sn(2kx , k

R
y , k)e

jkRz Z0 , (37)

is the compensated backscattered data using the dispersion

relation in (34), and

P̃k (2kx , y, z) = P(2kx , y, z)e
−jkTz

√
(y−yn)2+(z−Z0)2 , (38)

is the target reflectivity with a phase modulation, which is

caused by the spatial offset between the transmitting ele-

ment and the target point. Equation (36) shows the Fourier

transform relation between S̃n(2kx , k
R
y , k) and P̃k (2kx , y, z).

However, this relation only holds for a specific wavelength k

since the dependency of P̃k (2kx , y, z) on k . Therefore, (36)

can be rewritten using the dispersion relation in (34) and the

Fourier transform definitions as

P̃ki (2kx , k
R
y , k

R
z )

= S̃n(2kx , k
R
y , ki)δ

(

ki −
√

k2x + (kRy )
2 + (kRz )

2
)

, (39)

where the subscript ki indicates that only the measurements

corresponding to wavenumber ki are used, P̃ki (2kx , k
R
y , k

R
z ) is

the 2-D Fourier transform of P̃ki (2kx , y, z) with respect to y

and z, and δ(.) is the impulse function. Evaluating the inverse

Fourier transform on both sides of (39) with respect to kRz
using (34), and then taking the inverse Fourier transform on

both sides with respect to kRy yield

P̃ki (2kx , y, z)= IFT
(kRy )

1D

[

S̃n(2kx , k
R
y , ki)e

j

√

k2i −k2x−(kRy )
2z
]

, (40)

where IFT
(kRy )

1D denotes 1-D inverse Fourier transform oper-

ation over the kRy −domain. Using (38) and (34), the 3-D

reflectivity at the wavelength ki can be estimated from (40)

as

pki (x, y, z)= IFT
(2kx )
1D

[

P̃ki (2kx , y, z)e
j

√

k2i −k2x
√

(y−yn)2+(z−Z0)2
]

,

(41)

where IFT
(2kx )
1D denotes 1-D inverse Fourier transform opera-

tion over the 2kx−domain. The result obtained by (41) can

be regarded as a subimage produced by the measurements

of nth SIMO-SAR configuration at a single wavelength ki.

Therefore, letting ki go through all the available wavelengths

and sum up all the pki (x, y, z)|yT=yn subimages from each

transmitter yield the ultimate 3-D MIMO-SAR image as

p(x, y, z) =
∑

n

∑

i

pki (x, y, z)|yT=yn . (42)

The presented technique in this section avoids the

multistatic-to-monostatic conversion and wavenumber

domain interpolation steps in the RMA for MIMO-SAR

to achieve a better precision. Compared with the enhanced

BPA, it reduces the computational complexity, which can

be approximated as O(N 4 logN ). Besides, it needs looser

restrictions than the RMA for MIMO-SAR that the trans-

mitters (or receivers according to the reciprocity) can be

arbitrarily positioned.

VIII. MEASUREMENTS AND IMAGING RESULTS

Together with the non-ionizing character and the ability to

‘‘look-through’’most nonmetalmaterials, the complete imag-

ing solutions proposed in this paper are suitable for several

valuable applications. In this section, the presented image
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reconstruction algorithms are implemented to the data mea-

sured using the prototyped testbeds in different real-world

scenarios.

The FMCW chirp configuration is an important step in

the image reconstruction process. The commercially avail-

able FMCW mmWave sensors detailed in Section II-C pro-

vide flexibility in configuring chirp parameters [81]. In all

experiments, FMCWwaveforms are configured to vary from

f0 = 77.33 GHz to 80.91 GHz (the bandwidth B =
3.58 GHz), where the signal with duration T = 51 µs

is sampled in 256 points and the frequency slope K =
70.295 MHz/µs. Unless otherwise noted, the MIMO arrays

are calibrated before the image reconstruction process as

detailed in Section VI, and the images are reconstructed by

the RMA for MIMO-SAR as proposed in Section VII-B.

A. POINT SPREAD FUNCTION

In order to validate the experimental setups and to demon-

strate different performance metrics (i.e., image resolution,

calibration, etc.), the point spread function (PSF) is firstly

measured using a corner reflector placed at a distance of

z0 = 800 mm in front of the scanner. In these measure-

ments, the imaging testbed version I, which is detailed in

Section III-A, is used. The scanner, which moves the radar

along both x and y axes, is configured such that a sampling

distance of 1x ≈ 1 mm (≈ λ/4) and 1y ≈ 7.59 mm (≈ 2λ)

is realized.

First, the effect of aperture size on the PSF is shown

in Fig. 16. The results in Fig. 16a and Fig. 16b demonstrate

the measured PSFs along the y−axis when the SAR aperture

lengths are Dsy ≈ 200 mm and Dsy ≈ 400 mm, respectively.

As given in [44], [56], the theoretical image resolution is

about δx = δy ≈ 7.6 mm in both axes when the aper-

ture size is 200 mm by 200 mm. The resolution is improved

to δx = δy ≈ 3.8 mm when the aperture size becomes

400 mm by 400 mm. In Fig. 16, the measured PSFs are also

validated using the simulated versions. As shown in both

Fig. 16a and Fig. 16b, the measured PSFs demonstrate the

same theoretical counterpart in different scenarios.

FIGURE 16. The measured and simulated point spread functions along
the y−axis created using a corner reflector located at z0 ≈ 800 mm,
where (a) Ds

y ≈ 200 mm, and (b) Ds
y ≈ 400 mm.

To demonstrate the performance of the presented algo-

rithms with real data, we measure the PSF using a corner

reflector placed at a distance of z0 = 400 mm in front of the

scanner. In this measurement, the imaging testbed version III,

which is detailed in Section III-C, is used. The scanner moves

the radar along the x−axis to capture data at Nx = 101

horizontal points with a sampling distance of 1x ≈ 1 mm.

The data in this experiment is captured at a single vertical

point (i.e., Ny = 1). Therefore, a SAR aperture size of DSx ≈
100 mm by DSy ≈ 82.88 mm (≈ 85λ/4) is created.

The image shown in Fig. 17a is reconstructed using the

RMA for MIMO-SAR presented in Section VII-B, where

the multistatic-to-monostatic conversion operation is applied

based on off-center of the target in z axis ((x0, y0, z0) =
(0, 0, 700 mm)). The image shown in Fig. 17b is recon-

structed using the RMA for MIMO-SAR after implement-

ing the multistatic-to-monostatic conversion according to the

center of the target ((x0, y0, z0) = (0, 0, 400 mm)). Compar-

ing both images, we can see that the image is distorted as the

target pixel departs from the selected reference point.

FIGURE 17. Comparison of the measured point spread functions created
using different imaging algorithms. Reconstructed images using: (a) the
RMA for MIMO-SAR after the multistatic-to-monostatic conversion based
on off-center of the target in z−axis, (b) the RMA for MIMO-SAR with the
conversion based on the center of the target, (c) the SIMO-SAR based
algorithm, and (d) the enhanced BPA.

In Fig. 17c and Fig. 17d, the images reconstructed using

the SIMO-SAR based approach proposed in Section VII-C

and the enhanced BPA detailed in Section VII-A are depicted,

respectively. It can be concluded that the results obtained by

the SIMO-SAR based algorithm and the enhanced BPA are

of high consistency at 20 dB dynamic range. Besides, for the

antenna layout of the four-chip cascaded board, the RMA for

MIMO-SAR can achieve a similar imaging performance with

the enhanced BPA and SIMO-SAR based reconstruction as

long as the multistatic-to-monostatic conversion operation is

applied according to an appropriate reference point.

Finally, the importance of the multi-channel MIMO

array calibration in high-resolution imaging is demonstrated
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in Fig. 18 using the imaging testbed version II, which is

detailed in Section III-B. Fig. 18a and Fig. 18b compare

the PSFs along the y−axis created using both calibrated and

non-calibrated measured data when the SAR aperture sizes

are Dsy ≈ 200 mm and Dsy ≈ 400 mm, respectively. In both

figures, it is shown that the proposed calibration method

suppresses the grating lobes caused by the phase mismatches

between the MIMO channels for more than 20 dB.

FIGURE 18. The effect of calibration on the measured point spread
function along the y−axis (target is located at z0 ≈ 800 mm), where
(a) Ds

y ≈ 200 mm, and (b) Ds
y ≈ 400 mm.

B. IMAGING RESULTS WITH SINGLE-CHIP SENSORS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the testbed version II

in 3-D holographic imaging, a test target with dimensions

100 mm by 150 mm (shown in Fig. 19a) cut out from a

copper-clad laminate is used. In this scenario, the target is

placed at a distance of z0 ≈ 285 mm from the scanner. The

SAR aperture is synthesized to cover an area of DSx ≈ 400

by DSy ≈ 400 mm. The reconstructed 3-D volumetric image,

which is visualized using the MATLAB volume viewer [65]

application, is shown in Fig. 19b. Fig. 19c, which depicts

the same 3-D image projected in 2-D space using maximum

intensity projection (MIP) technique, identifies the target

with no artifacts at 20 dB dynamic range. Fig. 19d illustrates

the impact of the testbed synchronization in MIMO-SAR

imaging. In this result, the novel radar-scanner synchroniza-

tion approach developed in Section IV is not used, and a

synchronization error of up to ±5 samples per horizontal

scanning is injected during the data capture. It is clearly

visible that the synchronization step is very critical at the

testbed development process to achieve a higher quality of

images.

The imaging scenario in Fig. 20a shows multiple objects

(two different wire cutters, a pair of scissors, a wire stripper,

and a pair of tweezers) concealed in a cardboard box. In this

experiment, the imaging testbed version I is used, and a

SAR aperture size of 400 mm × 400 mm is created. The

spatial sampling intervals are selected as 1x ≈ 0.98 mm

and 1y = 7.59 mm. Fig. 20b shows the reconstructed 3-D

volumetric image, where all the objects are clearly visible.

In this experimental result, the ImageJ [82] application is

utilized to visualize the reconstructed 3-D holographic image.

The reconstructed 2-D image slice version of this image is

given in [56].

FIGURE 19. Imaging scenario with a test target: (a) optical image,
(b) reconstructed image in 3-D volumetric view, (c) reconstructed 3-D
image projected in 2-D space using MIP technique, and (d) reconstructed
3-D image in 2-D MIP view when there is a synchronization error of up to
±5 samples per horizontal scanning.

FIGURE 20. Imaging scenario with multiple objects concealed in a
cardboard box: (a) optical image, and (b) reconstructed image in 3-D
volumetric view.

3-D printing technology has gained popularity nowadays

as it contributes to a wide range of applications. As a result

of the high dependency on this technology, NDT techniques

are required by the industry [83]. Here, we perform an exper-

iment using the imaging testbed version I for the purpose

of the NDT of a 3-D plastic object printed using polylactic

acid (PLA) material as shown in Fig. 21a. In this scenario,

the target is placed at a mean distance of z0 ≈ 210 mm

from the scanner. The SAR aperture is synthesized to cover

an area of DSx ≈ 400 mm by DSy ≈ 400 mm. Fig. 21b

shows the reconstructed 3-D image projected in 2-D space

using MIP technique. According to visual inspection of the

obtained result, the shape of the 3-D printed plastic object can
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FIGURE 21. Imaging scenario with a plastic item: (a) optical image,
(b) reconstructed 3-D image projected in 2-D space using MIP technique,
and (c) reconstructed 2-D image slices along the z−axis (z is increasing
from left to right).

be clearly noticed. The reconstructed 2-D image slices along

the z−axis are depicted in Fig. 21c to show the reconstruction

performance in the range domain.

With the rise of concern about public security, automat-

ically detecting the potential threats and dangerous objects

concealed under clothes or hidden inside bags becomes an

urgent issue in the security check systems. Hence, to demon-

strate a similar concealed item scenario, we use a target scene

consists of a mannequin dressed with a coat and a knife under

its cloth. A knife composed of a stainless steel blade and a

plastic handle is concealed under the mannequin’s jacket and

located at a mean distance of z0 ≈ 1000 mm from the scanner

as shown in Fig. 22a. In this experiment, the imaging testbed

version II is used. The SAR aperture is synthesized to cover

an area of DSx ≈ 512 mm by DSy ≈ 720 mm.

Fig. 22b is the projected view (using the MIP technique)

of the 3-D image result onto the xy plane. It can be seen that

the radiated waves pass through the clothing material and are

reflected by the body and the concealed knife. The shapes and

the intensity of the targets, such as the knife handle, blade,

and the mannequin, are clearly apparent in the reconstructed

image.

A final experiment is performed to demonstrate the capa-

bility of the prototyped solution in through-wall imaging

applications. Fig. 23 shows the imaging scenario consists of

a metal strip with a size of 10 mm by 5 mm by 450 mm

concealed behind a drywall. The thickness of the drywall

is 20 mm, and its size is 600 mm by 500 mm as shown

in Fig. 23a. As depicted in Fig. 23b, the metal strip attached

to a plastic tripod is located at a distance of 1000 mm in

FIGURE 22. (a) Photograph of the human body model carrying a
concealed knife located at a distance of 1000 mm. (b) Reconstructed 3-D
image projected in 2-D space using MIP technique.

FIGURE 23. (a) Photograph of the small metal strip concealed behind a
drywall and (b) located at a distance of 1000 mm. (c) Reconstructed
image in 3-D volumetric view.

front of the scanner. In this experiment, the imaging testbed

version II is used. Fig. 23c shows the reconstructed 3-D

volumetric image. The metal strip is clearly identified, and

the non-metallic tripod is visible.

C. IMAGING RESULTS WITH MULTI-CHIP CASCADED

SENSORS

In this section, to verify the effectiveness of the imaging

testbed version III and to demonstrate the performance met-

rics of the proposed signal processing steps, experimental

image results of a concealed item scenario are provided.

In this scenario, a pair of scissors concealed in a cardboard

box is placed at a mean distance of z0 ≈ 250 mm from the

scanner as shown in Fig. 24. The spatial sampling intervals

are selected as 1x = λ/4 ≈ 1 mm and 1y = 86λ/4 ≈
83 mm along x and y axes, respectively. The SAR aperture is

synthesized to cover an area ofDSx ≈ 500 mm (Nx = 500) by

DSy ≈ 500 mm (Ny = 6).

Fig. 25a and Fig. 25b show the imaging results of the

RMA for MIMO-SAR without the multistatic-to-monostatic

conversion operation and after implementing the conversion
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FIGURE 24. Imaging scenario with the scissors (a) concealed in a
cardboard box and (b) located at a mean distance of z0 ≈ 250 mm from
the scanner.

based on off-center of the target in xy axis (x0 = y0 =
−50 mm), respectively. In Fig. 25c, the RMA image is recon-

structed after implementing the multistatic-to-monostatic

conversion based on the center of the target ((x0, y0, z0) =
(0, 0, 250 mm)).

Comparing the first three results, it can be concluded that

the RMA can not be directly applied to the multistatic data

in short-range imaging. The RMA result in Fig. 25a based

on the monostatic assumption shows obvious defocusing in

the image, which indicates that the typical virtual channel

approximations are no longer suitable for short-rangeMIMO-

SAR imaging. It is clearly visible in Fig. 25b that the image

distortion in RMA caused by the multistatic-to-monostatic

conversion increases as the target pixels depart from the

reference point. Hence, only the image in Fig. 25c, where

the multistatic data is compensated based on a reference

point close to the center of the target, provides a truthful

reconstruction of the target at 20 dB dynamic range.

Fig. 25d and Fig. 25e show the images of the same tar-

get reconstructed using the SIMO-SAR based algorithm (as

detailed in Section VII-C). In Fig. 25d, the MIMO array

calibration method proposed in Section VI is not applied to

the sensor data before the image reconstruction. In this result,

it is presented that the calibration process is very critical

for the quality of images. Fig. 25e shows the image recon-

struction performance of the SIMO-SAR based algorithm

after implementing the proposed MIMO array calibration

approach. Therefore, the effectiveness of the proposed cali-

bration approach inMIMO-SAR imaging is depicted. Finally,

Fig. 25f shows the image of the same target reconstructed

with the calibrated data using the enhanced BPA (as detailed

in Section VII-A).

Comparing both Fig. 25c and Fig. 25e, the improvement

in image quality of the SIMO-SAR based reconstruction

(compared with the RMA for MIMO-SAR) becomes visible

when the target size increases (i.e., the target pixels depart

from the reference point), but the trade-off is the increased

computational complexity as discussed in Section VII.

Besides, comparing both Fig. 25e and Fig. 25f, we can see

that the results obtained by the SIMO-SAR based algorithm

FIGURE 25. Imaging results (in 2-D MIP view) of the experimental
scenario with a concealed pair of scissors. Reconstructed images using
the RMA for MIMO-SAR: (a) without the multistatic-to-monostatic
conversion, (b) with the conversion based on off-center of the target in
xy−axes, and (c) with the conversion based on the center of the target.
Reconstructed images using the SIMO-SAR based algorithm: (d) without
the MIMO array calibration, (e) with the calibrated MIMO data.
(f) Reconstructed image using the enhanced BPA.

and the enhanced BPA are of high consistency. The target

image is well resolved in both images without any artifact

in the 20 dB dynamic range, which verifies the effectiveness

of both algorithms in MIMO-SAR image reconstruction.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we designed, implemented, and experimen-

tally validated different types of system-level MIMO-SAR

imaging testbeds utilizing commercially available MIMO

mmWave sensors in SAR configuration. We first devel-

oped a version I testbed with limited speed and aperture

size to demonstrate the proof-of-concept. We then improved

the testbed in version II with a much faster and big-

ger mechanical scanner along with a novel synchroniza-

tion approach between the radar sensors and the scanners.

We finally integrated the state-of-the-art multi-chip cascaded

mmWave sensors with larger MIMO apertures in version III

to reduce the total scanning time. We investigated the over-

all hardware architecture of each system in detail. To con-

trol the entire signal processing chain from data capture
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to image reconstruction, an open-source MATLAB-based

toolbox was introduced. Furthermore, to compensate for the

gain and phase mismatches in the MIMO array, a practical

multi-channel array calibration method, which is an impor-

tant signal processing step in 3-D MIMO-SAR imaging, was

proposed. We reviewed and experimentally verified image

reconstruction algorithms for MIMO-SAR configurations in

short-range applications. More importantly, we provided real

imaging results obtained using the prototyped MIMO-SAR

testbeds to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-

posed solution in high-resolution 3-D holographic imaging

applications.
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